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KANOKO WIDE-WIDTH FABRICS 

A collection of sheers and draperies: the elegant, 
understated honoured techniques and the 
beauty of natural materials. Eight of the designs 
are wide-width and designed to be used with 
the width forming the drop to avoid unnecessary 
seaming.

KANOKO, HAKAMI and TEMKO offer modern 
interpretations of traditional dying techniques.

KIRI – this glamorous single-width drapery 
features a chequerboard of fringing enhanced by 
a digitally printed space-dyed effect.

Introducing fi ve new collections with a distinctly contemporary look. Wide-width linens with 
co-ordinating wallpapers, versatile plains and upholstery fabrics, and our fi rst collection of 
eco-friendly fabrics.

KANOKO WALLPAPERS
The collection features innovative textured and geometric 
wallcoverings using a variety of print techniques, inspired by 
Japanese craftsmanship. 

RAKU – a type of pottery traditionally used in Japanese tea 
ceremonies gives its name to this display of artisanal vessels.

RAKU

TEMKO, DARARI STRIPE, KAMA, KANOKO, KIRI, HAKAMI & KOZO STRIPE



KANOKO WALLPAPERS

MAKINO
This stunning panel design 
is our fi rst paper-backed 
fabric wallcovering. Lush 
palm foliage and a glistening 
pool of water are observed 
through the handblown glass 
of a hothouse. Photography 
and hand-painting are 
combined to create this 
contemporary mural.

KANOKO GRASSCLOTH 
in 12 colours to include bright 
and neutral shades.

KOZO STRIPE has been painted 
with fi ne freestyle brush strokes 
and KIRIGAMI features graduated 
tones of ink wash.

KANOKO 
  GRASSCLOTH

KIRIGAMI

KOZO SRIPE
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TIDES
A collection of 47 inventive fabrics with interesting textural 
qualities. Three weaves and a velour are presented in a 
palette inspired by nature to include neutral tones of snow, 
pebble, wheat and straw together with richer shades such as 
fi r green, peacock, mandarin and terracotta.

CRANBORNE
Three versatile semi-plain fabrics that are fl ame-
retardant making them the ideal choice for both 
contract and domestic interiors.

We are delighted to introduce 
our fi rst collection made from 
recycled plastic bottles. Ocean 
is available in 33 colours and 
suitable for both curtaining 
and upholstery. We will be 
donating a percentage of 
our fi rst-year’s turnover to 
the One Ocean Foundation, 
dedicated to reversing the 
trend of destruction of ocean 
environments around the world.

• TIDES • CRANBORNE • OCEAN

OCEAN Eco-friendly fabric


